Into Africa EASY Safari Hunt

You’re going on an exciting African Safari! Pay close attention to find out about these animals.

- I love the wetlands it’s where I belong: I have scales, sharp teeth and a tail many feet long!

- The lion and I, we don’t get along… but I’ll be the one laughing before very long

- Do I have hair? Make sure to look close… I’ll take on a crocodile to protect what I love most.

- I live in a pride, I think I’m really something- King of the Savannahs- the girls do the hunting...

- I have the Neck of a Giraffe, that’s my claim to fame, but I’m a lot smaller- so what is my name?

- I follow the birds to find my favorite treat. We work as a team, though some say I cheat.

- I love to swim- I can go for miles, but I’m particularly scared of long constricting reptiles

- The zebra and I- we go way back- which works out fine… until the lion attacks. What am I?

Now That You’ve Discovered All of the Animals. Unscramble the Outlined Letters to See If You Can Solve This Riddle.

What is as big as an elephant, but weighs nothing at all?
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